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Introduction
Yang-Mills gauge theories exhibit a variety of surprising behaviors in the infrared as the number of colors, N c , and number of flavors, N F , are varied. While Seiberg duality allows one to make analytical progress on understanding the IR phases of supersymmetric gauge theory, the nonsupersymmetric case has primarily been examined using lattice techniques. In particular, for fermions transforming in the fundamental representation of the gauge group, many studies have been carried out in an attempt to establish the lower boundary of the conformal window, N * F , at which the theory transitions from conformal to confining behavior in the IR [1, 2] (see Ref. [3] for a recent review). Near the conformal window, the gauge coupling is postulated to evolve slowly with scale. This "walking" behavior has been suggested as a solution to some of the maladies that arise when QCD-like strong dynamics are applied to dynamical electroweak symmetry breaking (DEWSB) in technicolor models. The novel features of walking dynamics include a reduced electroweak Sparameter [4] , an enhanced chiral condensate allowing for suppression of flavor changing neutral currents in extended technicolor [2] , and a light flavor singlet scalar [5] [6] [7] .
While DEWSB through strong dynamics is a good motivation for studying walking and conformal Yang Mills, we stress that studying these gauge theory dynamics for their own sake can be of interest to a great variety of areas in high energy theory. For example, in the excitement of the 750 GeV diphoton "bump" at the LHC in 2016 [8, 9] , some model builders suggested strong dynamics as a mechanism to explain the large production rate of the would-be BSM particle [10] . These models often appealed to intuition from QCD and leading order chiral perturbation theory (χPT). However, walking dynamics were also of interest to model builders and could have been utilized more widely if their low energy properties were better established-for example, if the low energy effective field theory (EFT) of a walking gauge theory was known.
In this work, we report on an investigation into the low energy behavior of SU(3) gauge theory with eight flavors of fermions in the fundamental representation. This model is believed by many to be on the confining side of the conformal window but very near the edge, though this is still a matter of some debate. The nonperturbative beta function appears to be small and nonzero consistent with the walking hypothesis [11, 12] . A study of the eight flavor theory with domain wall fermions gave evidence of condensate enhancement and a reduction of the S-parameter [13] . In this work we will proceed under the assumption that the theory is chirally broken. We extend the investigation of the eight flavor theory by computing new observables which probe the low energy effective theory. We stress that our aim in continuing to investigate this model is not to exalt the eight flavor theory as a privileged candidate for Higgs compositeness or any other BSM scenario, but rather to establish general features of walking gauge theories by studying the eight flavor theory as an exemplar. We utilize staggered fermions as our lattice discretization for their efficiency when generating large lattices at light quark masses. Since our model contains a multiple of four flavors, we do not have to consider rooting. The lattice action includes two degenerate flavors of staggered fermions which would become eight degenerate flavors of Dirac fermions in the continuum limit.
In our discussion of effective field theory considerations in this work, let us clarify that we will only be attempting to address the question of the correct EFT for the mass degenerate walking theory. When discussing the low energy physics of walking gauge theory, it is sometimes tempting to speculate about the mass-split system in which explicit mass terms are introduced to lift extra Goldstone boson states not appearing in the Standard Model electroweak sector (for a numerical investigation, see e.g. [14, 15] ). However, these are ultimately two separate effective field theory analyses: one of the mass degenerate system in which the EFT is constructed around a SU(N F ) × SU(N F ) → SU(N F ) symmetry breaking pattern, and the other of the mass split system in which the effective theory is the Standard Model plus higher dimensional operators. We take the approach that more progress should be made on the mass degenerate EFT before one complicates the model by introducing symmetry breaking terms. Indeed, it remains an open question how the spectrum of walking models will be affected by flavor breaking mass terms, and this will likely require further numerical study. Therefore, in this work we only consider the EFT built around the unbroken global symmetries of the walking model.
In Section 2 we report on the recent investigation of the spectrum of the eight flavor theory at the lightest quark masses yet investigated. Section 3 details a computation of pion scattering length in the maximal isospin channel using Luscher's method. In Section 4, we discuss the implications of these results for the viability of chiral perturbation theory and other EFTs. In Section 5 we conclude and discuss ongoing and future work.
The Eight Flavor Spectrum
Here we summarize recent progress made on computations of the hadron spectrum and meson decay constants in the eight flavor theory, with a particular emphasis on the light flavor singlet scalar mass. It is expected that theories exhibiting softly broken conformal symmetry should possess an additional light state with the quantum numbers of the vacuum, the technidilaton [16] [17] [18] . An initial calculation of the flavor singlet scalar in the eight flavor theory carried out by the latKMI collaboration revealed that the scalar mass is degenerate with the pion and well separated from the ρ mass down to bare quark masses of am q = 0.015 [5] , with follow up work reaching bare quark masses of am q = 0.012 [7] . However, it was unclear how the spectrum would behave as Figure 2 : Combined data from LSD collaboration [6] and latKMI collaboration [5, 7] comparing M ρ and M 0 ++ against M π . Dimensionful quantites are given in units of the Wilson flow scale.
one continued to approach the chiral limit. The lack of a satisfactory EFT description of the low energy physics in these mass ranges makes it difficult to make definitive statements about chiral extrapolations. Seeking to gain more insight into the chiral behavior of the eight flavor theory, we have generated ensembles with significantly lighter physical quark masses. In a recent publication, we have reported measurements of the low lying spectrum including the 0 ++ mass [6] . Here, we record some updated results and point out features of the spectrum that encourage a deeper study of the low energy effective theory of this model. Fig. 1 shows our analysis of the N F = 8 spectrum. Bare quark masses and lattice volumes range from a heaviest quark mass of am q = 0.00889 on a 24 3 × 48 lattice to a lightest quark mass of am q = 0.00125 on a 64 3 × 128 lattice. In Fig. 2 we show the combined data from our study and previous studies for the 0 ++ and ρ masses [5] [6] [7] , which demonstrates our approach to the chiral limit. The spectrum shows a clear deviation from QCD in the behavior of M 0 ++ , which is degenerate with M π within errors and is well separated from M ρ . If we assume that the lightness of the 0 ++ is arising from the broken conformal symmetry, then we should expect the singlet mass to break off from the pion mass at some yet smaller value of am q . That is, since the conformal symmetry is explicitly broken by the beta function we would expect the 0 ++ to become a pseudotechnidilaton with nonzero mass in the chiral limit rather than an exactly massless technidilaton. The pions, of course, are exact Nambu-Goldstone bosons in the chiral limit. It is remains unclear how close to the chiral limit one must go before the splitting can be seen. We will return to this point in Section 4.
Despite the eight flavor theory's significant deviation from QCD in the singlet scalar mass, other quantities remain surprisingly unchanged. We test the KSRF relations which hold in QCD within 10% and follow from the assumption of vector meson dominance (VMD).
In Fig. 3 , the upper panel demonstrates that the ratio F ρ /F π agrees to within 8% with the KSRF prediction of √ 2. This gives us some confidence that the second KSRF relation will also hold. In the lower panel, we plot the predicted value of g ρππ from the second KSRF relation. We find that this agrees with the QCD value g ρππ ≈ 6 (or equivalently, M ρ /F π ≈ 8) to within 10%. These results suggest that VMD may be a generic feature of all confining Yang Mills theories both near to and far from the conformal window. Then, in a composite Higgs scenario in which the scale is set at F π ≈ 250GeV, one would expect to find new vector resonances near 2 TeV. In 2015, some excitement occurred when an excess of this kind was observed at ATLAS and CMS [19, 20] . Though no new state was discovered, this does not preclude future discoveries of states of this kind. Indeed, if one estimates the width Γ ρ using the KSRF relations,
ones find Γ ρ ≈ 450 GeV for M ρ ≈ 2 TeV, and such a wide resonance would be difficult to discover at the LHC. We are currently carrying out an investigation of the vector form factor of the pion in the eight flavor theory in order to directly study g ρππ and the VMD scenario. In future work, we also plan to investigate the I = 1 ππ scattering channel in which the ρ is resonant. For further information about the study of the eight flavor spectrum, see [6] . While the similarities between the walking theory and QCD are intriguing, the biggest mystery remains how the 0 ++ state will behave closer to the chiral limit. In QCD, one typically considers the σ mass to set the radius of convergence of chiral perturbation theory. The lightness of the flavor singlet scalar suggests some new EFT should apply which encapsulates the dynamics of the Goldstone bosons and scalar (or possibly, scalars) up to the next heaviest state, the ρ mass. At sufficiently light quark masses, M 0 ++ /M π should increase above one and in this regime a low energy description of only pions by a chiral Lagrangian may well hold up to energies q 2 ≈ M 2 0 ++ . But, pressing down to ever lighter quark masses comes with great computational expense. Furthermore, if we were in a regime where M 0 ++ /M π > 1, an effective field theory approach which neglected the singlet would be somewhat self-defeating; we are interested in the properties of the 0 ++ itself, the most novel state in the spectrum. Therefore, both for practical purposes of doing chiral extrapolations and for the theoretical interest in the combined low energy description of pions plus the singlet scalar, we should seek to compute additional observables which will clarify the form of the low energy EFT in these mass ranges.
Maximal Isospin ππ Scattering
To begin probing the EFT of the eight flavor theory, we study maximal isospin ππ → ππ scattering. In a theory of pions with a light flavor-singlet scalar, one would expect the channel to be dominated by tree level scalar exchange plus the usual four pion vertex, as in the linear sigma model. This is qualitatively different from χPT, in which the first correction to the four pion vertex comes from two pion exchange at loop level. Thus, we expect this channel to provide us nontrivial information about the deviation of the eight flavor theory from QCD-like low energy behavior. We perform the scattering calculations on some of the same ensembles used in the eight flavor spectrum calculation [6] . Some of the details of these ensembles are listed in Table 1 .
At finite lattice spacing, an exact SU(2) "isospin" symmetry exists, and within each staggered family it may be used to categorize the one particle hadronic states as well as the multi-particle scattering states. For example, if we denote the staggered fermions by (χ 1 , χ 2 ) then we may take π + = χ 2 ε χ 1 to source the distance zero Goldstone pion which is the highest weight state in the vector representation of the isospin group. Here ε(x) = (−1) x+y+z+t denotes the staggered phase corresponding to the γ 5 × ξ 5 spin-taste structure [21] . The orientation of the highest weight state within the adjoint multiplet (or 63) of the continuum flavor group is a matter of convention, so we can take π + to also be the highest weight state of the larger continuum multiplet.
Therefore to study the maximal isospin scattering channel we consider the s-wave scattering of distance zero (local) Goldstone pions sourced by the operator
where we have projected onto zero momentum for s-wave scattering. From this, we construct the simplest two body operator which sources the maximal isospin two pion state.
We choose to separate the operators by one time slice to avoid projection onto unwanted states due to Fiertz rearrangement identities [22] . We compute the scattering phase shift using Luscher's method [23] . One computes the total energy of the two pion state from the two point function O 2 (t)O † 2 (0) , which is a four point function of one particle interpolating operators. The energy of interaction of the two pion system is the total energy of the two pion state minus twice the mass of the pion. The corresponding momentum transfer is given by
Once the scattering momentum is known, one may extract the scattering phase shift at momentum transfer k by Luscher's formula
where the zeta function is expressed formally as
From the phase shift, one may make use of the effective range expansion of the scattering phase shift to extract the scattering length and effective range
where we denote the scattering length by A to distinguish it from the lattice spacing, a.
In principle one may construct a large basis of interpolating operators for extracting excited state energies of the two pions scattering. These excited state energies correspond to scattering states with larger scattering momentum, k. This is particularly important in scattering studies of resonant channels such as the I = 1 and I = 0 channels in QCD in which the ρ and the σ are resonant, respectively, as one seeks to compute how δ l varies with k as k passes through the resonant energy [24] . We are currently working to expand our basis of interpolating operators and extract excited state energies in order to fit to the effective range expansion and compute both A and r. In this work, we focus on only the simplest interpolating operator, Eq. 3.2, and we find that the ground state scattering momentum is small enough that the approximation
The four pion amplitude corresponding to the interpolating operator Eq. 3.2 is of the form
Figure 4: Wick contractions appearing in 2 → 2 scattering processes. The top left cell is the "direct" (D) channel, the top right is the "crossed" (C) channel, the bottom left is the "rectangle" (R) channel, and the bottom right is the "vacuum" (V) channel. In all diagrams, time flows from left to right.
where we take t 3 ,t 4 t 1 ,t 2 . The possible Wick contractions are
The first two terms are referred to as the "direct" channel, and the second two terms are the "crossed" channel. Employing γ 5 hermiticity and taking into account the anticommutative properties of the Grassman valued fields, one arrives at
where Tr(...) denotes a color trace as well as a spatial sum over time sheets and G xy is a quark propagator from x to y. Valence quark diagrams in Fig. 4 help to visualize the different scattering channels. The "rectangle" and "vacuum" diagrams only contribute to pion scattering with nonmaximal isospin, and they tend to be noisier and computationally more expensive [22] . The absence of these diagrams makes maximal isospin scattering a good first channel to investigate.
Scattering Results and Effective Field Theory Considerations
Now we turn to our results for the scattering analysis outlined in Section 3 applied to the eight flavor theory. We appeal to intuition from next-to-leading order χPT to begin to make sense of our results, and attempt to quantify the applicability of some chiral expansions to our data. A more thorough effective field theory analysis which incorporates a light 0 ++ state is left to a future work.
Consider the next to leading order expression in chiral perturbation theory with a general SU(N F ) × SU(N F ) → SU(N F ) symmetry breaking pattern [25, 26] 
where M 2 = 2Bm q as usual. The loop parameter controlling the convergence of the perturbative expansion, R ≡ N F M 2 16π 2 F 2 , should be approximately less than one if the expansion is to be trusted. It is enhanced by an explicit N F factor compared to the QCD value due to the counting of pions in the loop. In addition, the chiral limit values of B and F are unknown and may change significantly compared to QCD.
The get a sense of the magnitude of the expansion parameter, we attempt to extract B and F from the quark mass dependence of M 2 π and F π . In the mass ranges studied, M 2 π is highly linear and a LO expression fits well with χ 2 /dof = 3.36. We show the fit in Fig. 5 . In lattice units, the low energy constant extracted from the fit is aB = 5.642 (28) . The linear behavior of M 2 π may be due to the suppression of the log term at NLO by an extra factor of 1/N 2 F . In other candidate EFTs, one should see a similar suppression of loop contributions to the pion mass if one hopes to match the observed behavior in the data here.
The leading order expression for F π , on the other hand, is a constant and clearly does not fit our computed F π values well, which vary significantly through the range of quark masses studied. Instead, we consider two possible fit functions: a linear extrapolation and an NLO fit. The results of the fits are shown in Fig. 6 . For the linear fit, we find the extrapolated value aF = 0.017526(31) with a chi-square of χ 2 /dof = 1271.33. When we fit to the NLO expression we find a smaller extrapolated value of aF = 0.01109 (11) , with a chi-square of χ 2 /dof = 63.89. The large χ 2 values are due to the small error bars on F π which only include statistical errors. Here, the NLO fit of F π was done independently of the fit to M 2 π even though some of the parameters are shared between the two expressions. We find that a simultaneous NLO fit to M π and F π has a very large χ 2 so we do not record the result here. Though we note that there is a tendency for the extrapolated F to be slightly larger in a combined fit. For the linearly extrapolated value of F, we find the expansion parameter R/(am q ) = 1861(11). Then for the lightest eight flavor lattices available to us, the expansion parameter is R(am q = 0.00125) = 2.326 (14) and R(am q = 0.00222) = 4.132 (25) . For F extrapolated from NLO χPT, the expansion parameter is R/(am q ) = 4648(95) yielding R(am q = 0.00125) = 5.81 (12) and R(am q = 0.00222) = 10.32(21) on the lightest eight flavor ensembles. So, for χPT to be valid we will likely need to go to lighter bare quark masses by a factor of at least 2 to 5. If our attempts at chiral extrapolations have overestimated the chiral value of F, then the required quark masses would be lighter still. The applicability of chiral perturbation theory at existing quark masses does not look promising, but this is not to say that calculations in these mass ranges are without value. On the contrary, we are interested in dynamics which incorporate both the pions and the 0 ++ . So, fits of low energy expressions from other candidate EFTs-which are expected to have a larger radius of convergence due to the incorporation of the scalar-will likely reveal more. Recall that when the chiral Lagrangian is derived from a linear sigma model, the radius of convergence is set by the sigma mass. At light enough quark masses when M 0 ++ /M π > 1 there should exist a range of energies q 2 , M 2 π < M 2 0 ++ in which chiral perturbation theory is valid. Conversely, the quark mass at which our estimate of the chiral expansion parameter R becomes less than one could be used as an estimate for where we expect M 0 ++ and M π to split, a phenomenon which has not yet been observed in the eight flavor theory.
Bearing in mind our assessment of the viability of χPT in these mass ranges, let us now turn to our results for the maximal isospin scattering length. Fig. 7 shows M π /(m q k cot(δ )) ≈ M π A/m q which corresponds to the χPT expansion Eq. 4.3 with the leading order dependence on m q divided out. We include data from a previous study of N F = 2 and N F = 6 for comparison [27] . At sufficiently small quark masses, χPT should apply and the quantity should approach a constant. The N F = 2 points are statistically consistent with a constant, while the N F = 6 points begin to show some curvature and our N F = 8 points show very striking curvature. As N F increases, the range of am q for which we expect χPT to converge and the plot to behave like a constant decreases rapidly. Though, we do expect that the N F = 8 data will flatten out at some sufficiently small value of am q . If we use our extrapolated values for aB and aF to estimate the chiral limit value, we find M π A/(am q ) = −730.8(4.5) for the linearly extrapolated F value and M π A/(am q ) = −1825(37) Figure 8 : Scattering phase shift plotted against measured values of (M π /F π ) 2 . N F = 2 and N F = 6 domain wall fermions data from [27] (DWF) and N F = 2 data at lighter quark masses from [28] (ETMC) are included for comparison.
for the F value extracted from NLO χPT. One sees that the N F = 8 data in Fig. 7 is still far from these values even at the lightest quark masses.
We also plot the scattering length against the measured values of (M π /F π ) 2 in Fig. 8 . To compare to χPT, one must reexpand the expression for the scattering length in terms of the physical values of M π and F π . In this expansion for M π A, it appears that the expansion parameter that controls the convergence is diminished by a factor of N F . However, if one looks at a wider range of observables in this expansion scheme the factor of N F is not missing elsewhere. We see a strong agreement with leading order behavior in Fig. 8 when plotted against physical quantities, but we do not take this as an indication that chiral perturbation theory is converging. Rather we consider this a peculiarity of this particular expansion for this particular observable, M π A, just as M 2 π is anomalously well described by the leading order χPT term when expanded in bare quantities.
Conclusions
With this work, we have begun a new line of inquiry about the low energy dynamics of walking gauge theory. While previous works have sought mainly to establish the walking behavior and to calculate the masses of the low lying states, we have started to investigate how states interact in this regime-that is, to establish the appropriate low energy effective theory of the light states. In QCD, one typically considers the σ mass as setting the radius of convergence of chiral perturbation theory. The lightness of the flavor singlet scalar in the eight flavor theory, which is now expected to be a generic feature of walking models, suggests some new EFT should apply which encapsulates the dynamics of the Goldstone bosons and the scalar (or possibly, scalars) up to the next heaviest state, the ρ mass.
Our assessment of M 2 π , F π , and M π A seems to suggest that chiral perturbation theory does not describe the low energy physics well in the mass ranges investigated. However, it has given us some intuition about the distance from the chiral limit at which we might expect to see a splitting of the approximate degeneracy of M 0 ++ and M π . In upcoming work, we will consider a wider effective field theory analysis in which we test candidate theories which do incorporate a light scalar state such as the linear sigma model and a variety of dilatonic effective field theories [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] .
